INTRODUCTION {#cts12503-sec-0010}
============

Variability in biomarker measurements and their lack of reproducibility is a widely acknowledged concern in clinical and preclinical research. The development of quantitative systems pharmacology (QSP) models for understanding diseases and therapeutics requires integration of data from multiple sources. Since QSP models are heavily dependent on literature‐derived biomarker information, uncertainty and variability in biomarker data can have a significant effect on predictive capabilities of the model and its overall applicability to answer research questions.

There is an impetus towards development of QSP models to advance understanding of therapeutics in individual patients, develop tools linking preclinical and clinical studies, and translation between biomarkers and disease outcome.[1](#cts12503-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Disease‐level models based on biological mechanisms are often constructed using systems of ordinary differential equations and have many unknowns, such as levels of proteins modeled and kinetic rate parameters, that need to be estimated from physiological ranges or from multiple data sources.

The poor reproducibility of preclinical research and the limitations of preclinical tools to translate to the clinical space have been noted in the high failure rate of clinical trials.[2](#cts12503-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} In a recent commentary in this journal,[3](#cts12503-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} the author listed inadequate assay condition documentation, improper randomization, and batch effects as the main sources of bias and variability that contribute to irreproducibility of biomarkers and reduce confidence in their applicability to derive robust and meaningful conclusions from clinical studies.

Currently, there is an immense interest in QSP models capturing the modulation of cytokines and cell‐types in inflammatory diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). These diseases differ in multiple ways, but all represent a deregulated state of the immune system that can be modeled by assimilating information regarding the levels of cytokines and cells and their interactions. In particular, this commentary is focused on the variability of biomarkers observed in healthy subjects and IBD patients. The two main subtypes of IBD, Crohn\'s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC), differ in the extent and location of inflammation. A thorough review of the literature was conducted to extract data for cytokines and cell numbers in plasma of healthy adults and IBD patients and large variability between studies was seen. Variability in the biomarker data arises from the assay method used, interlab variability, sample storage, sample size, and the analysis method.[4](#cts12503-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} In this commentary, we present our views on the challenges faced due to variability in biomarkers when constructing and parameterizing a QSP model of immunology.

VARIABILITY FROM DATA GENERATION METHODS {#cts12503-sec-0020}
========================================

A major hindrance to the reproducibility of immunology biomarker data originates from the different sample collection methods. Protein biomarkers have been measured using assays that measure either single‐analytes or a protein panel. Early (pre‐2005) biomarker studies predominately used enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), providing a limited scope of biomarkers per publication, while multiplex tests now allow for multiple proteins to be measured concurrently. Different methods led to discrepancies in the absolute cytokine concentration (also seen previously[5](#cts12503-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), although the ability to measure multiple samples in a single test did not increase the variability of the individual tests (**Supplementary Figure 1**). Breen *et al*. showed the variation of cytokine concentrations measured by multiplex cytokine assay platforms was due to different tests, interlot and interlab variability and recommended using relative values instead of absolute changes.[5](#cts12503-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

For flow cytometry measurements, an additional source of variability comes from the definition of markers for the specified cell types. Subsets of immune cells can be defined by cell‐surface proteins, intracellular phosphoproteins, or intracellular cytokines. One research article shows how using either cytokines or transcription factors to define T‐helper (Th) cell subsets gives significant differences in the percent of cells calculated.[6](#cts12503-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The percentage of Th17 cells in the same CD patients differs from ∼8% vs. 62% of CD4+ T cells, when defined by a intracellular cytokine, interleukin (IL)‐17, or a phosphoprotein, RORγt+, respectively.[6](#cts12503-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Thus, differences in tags used to define cell types can create confusion when publications are read without understanding the impact of labeling. To use flow cytometry data from multiple sources for mechanistic modeling of cell subtypes, the standardization of flow cytometry methods is required, and others have recommended the adoption of standard reagents and protocols, improved technologies, and the centralization of data.[7](#cts12503-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}

Another source of variability in biomarker levels comes from specificity of the test used to detect low levels of cytokine concentrations. In some studies most samples fall under the limit of detection (LOD) of the assay, e.g., IL‐6 was detected in 18 of 21 CD patients, 2 of 20 UC patients, and 2 of 16 healthy subjects by an ELISA with an LOD of 20 pg/mL.[8](#cts12503-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Modern assay techniques seem to have alleviated this problem to an extent, as tests done after year 2000 have reported lower concentrations and a distribution in healthy subjects for IL‐6. Even with large‐scale "omic" data the LOD needs to be considered in study design, e.g., when using proteomics some important inflammation markers IL‐2, IL‐4, and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) are often under the LOD.[4](#cts12503-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Thus, in experiments studying the dynamics of cytokine treatment where most samples are under the LOD, the conclusions derived from such data may not be robust.

VARIABILITY IN DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING {#cts12503-sec-0030}
==========================================

An additional reason for difficulty in comparing biomarker level data across studies is due to the diverse ways in which the results are reported. The cytokine concentrations and cell numbers for subject groups are often reported as mean or median, with standard deviation, interquartile range, or range (**Figure** [1](#cts12503-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Inconsistency in grouping of subjects, i.e., responders vs. nonresponders, active vs. inactive, and CD and UC combined into IBD was also a major confounder in comparing results across studies. Grouping of patients based on response, disease activity, etc., is clearly important for analysis and reporting, but to maximize the use of these data in systems models, one must be able to ungroup the data to study their effect individually. In addition, often patient history such as previous therapies, location of the disease, surgery, and age are published as group summary data, thus limiting the ability of the model to match mean population data without substantial information about covariates at an individual level.

![Cytokine variability across studies in healthy population. Cytokine levels from healthy adult volunteers vary greatly across multiple studies and multiple cytokines. The way the data are reported is also study‐dependent, with either mean (circle) or median (square) of the population. The distribution of biomarker values is reported as interquartile range (blank), minimum and maximum range (dots), or standard deviation (error‐bars). Reference ID is the PubMed ID, numbers to the right of line denote the number of subjects in the study, and the red and blue denote measurement in serum and plasma, respectively. The gray vertical line is the median value across all studies.](CTS-11-4-g001){#cts12503-fig-0001}

A common inconsistency in data reporting was seen around the consideration of the LOD, with some studies assuming samples under the LOD as 0 pg/mL and others using the LOD of the test, e.g., Ogawa *et al*. assumed values under the LOD to be null even though the sensitivity for the IL‐23 assay was 15 pg/mL.[9](#cts12503-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Another source of uncertainty could occur from the reporting of biomarker levels in different units, especially in the case of cell‐type data reported either in cells/mL or as a percent of a parent cell population.

SUBJECT VARIABILITY {#cts12503-sec-0040}
===================

Even in the absence of variability in data generation, there would still be a level of variability in immunology biomarkers due to natural causes. Naturally occurring variations between individuals occur due to a variety of factors such as age, seasonal variations, gender heritable influences, microbiota, viruses, and the environment.[10](#cts12503-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} By contrast, intraindividual variation was observed to be low, as healthy adults have stable immune cell frequencies and serum proteins levels, except in the case of an acute immune response.[10](#cts12503-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} These naturally occurring variations are difficult to control, but the reporting of subject level data with age, sex, and environment may allow for a better understanding of the data.

In growing therapeutic areas, like immunology, biomarkers are typically exploratory end points, often creating a sparsity of data that must be considered while building a model and evaluating model predictions. Exploratory biomarkers are typically investigated in early‐stage clinical trials where the total sample sizes rarely go above 100 subjects and are often spread across multiple treatment groups (**Figure** [1](#cts12503-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). It is only in phase II trials where subject numbers can reach into the 100\'s for treatment groups, and these studies often have limited biomarker collection. To incorporate the effect of study size, it would be prudent to report standard error when meta‐analyzing studies to account for this factor. Another concern is an inconsistent definition of control populations. For many IBD studies, particularly those with tissue samples, the control subject is defined by not having IBD, but often subjects come in for diagnostic procedures, including screening for polyps or cancer. In some studies irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) patients are a separate disease group, while in others IBS patients are controls, showing inconsistencies in classification of subjects across studies.

DATA VARIABILITY AND QSP MODELING {#cts12503-sec-0050}
=================================

A summary of important protein biomarker levels in healthy subjects from the literature showed the wide range of values reported and the differences in assay conditions and reporting standards (**Supplementary Table 1**). The large variability observed between studies emphasized the challenges in constructing a mechanistic model based on such data (**Figure** [1](#cts12503-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). A similar survey of biomarkers in CD and UC reveals that there is also high variability in the levels reported in disease populations. **Figure** [2](#cts12503-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the broad inconsistency observed in scaled values of key biomarkers in IBD, which underscores the challenge in defining a disease baseline state. This variability makes QSP modeling especially challenging, as it relies substantially on literature information for model construction and parameter estimation. This is particularly true in the rapidly evolving area of immune systems modeling compared with other therapeutic areas such as diabetes with well‐established pathways and better understanding of biomarker variability. However, there are approaches available to mitigate this challenge in modeling, e.g., systematic meta‐analysis tools, such as inverse variance weighting, can be used to better estimate a central tendency and spread from different studies. A virtual population simulation can also aid in understanding the variability and accuracy of model predictions. If the differences in biomarker levels are truly representative of diverse populations, they can be incorporated in the model using different parameter sets. Approaches such as sensitivity analysis should also be used to determine the uncertainty of the model prediction by varying key parameters.

![Biomarker fold change variation across studies in an IBD population. The figure shows mean (or median) biomarker level scaled with respect to the mean (or median) value in the healthy control group within the study. A fold change value of less than one indicates a decrease in the biomarker level in the patient population and greater than one indicates an increase in the biomarker level. Green lines denote ulcerative colitis patients and purple lines denote Crohn\'s disease patients.](CTS-11-4-g002){#cts12503-fig-0002}

CONCLUSION {#cts12503-sec-0060}
==========

Biomarker data of immune system components reported in the literature were examined, particularly in the context of mathematical modeling in IBD, and a large variation in levels of biomarkers being reported for healthy and diseased populations was observed. Towards achieving the goal of personalized medicine, it is important to understand the translatability of individual biomarker data from multiple sources. It is also essential to comprehend the variability of the data and their impact with regard to application in tools such as QSP models to predict individual response. Although some degree of variability in biomarker levels is expected as a result of natural causes and assay limitations, the standardization of biomarker level reporting protocols will enhance their applicability towards meta‐analysis tools and mechanistic disease modeling and allow for deriving robust conclusions.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Variation versus Test Type. There was no increase in the coefficient of variation (**a**) or quartile coefficient of dispersion (**b**) due to the switch from single analyte tests (ELISA) to multiplex tests. Coefficient of variation was used in cases where mean and standard deviation were reported, while quartile coefficient of dispersion was used when median and IQR were reported. No variability was reported for other cases (i.e., median with range). Blue dots show individual measurement of variation for a particular cytokine or cell type and there is no distinction between healthy/disease state in this plot.

Supplementary Table 1: Literature Data of Biomarkers in Healthy Individuals, and UC and CD Patients. CD -- Crohn\'s Disease, UC -- ulcerative colitis, CRP -- C‐Reactive Protein, Treg = T regulatory cells, Th17 -- T helper cells 17, SEM = standard error of the mean, Stdev = standard deviation, IQR = Interquartile Range, \* -- value was reported as standard error of the mean and converted to standard deviation
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